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A fully customizable solution with the fastest turnaround to suitA fully customizable solution with the fastest turnaround to suit
their all the workflows to be automated rather falling in thetheir all the workflows to be automated rather falling in the
compelling situation to pay for unnecessary features andcompelling situation to pay for unnecessary features and
finding workaroundsfinding workarounds

User roles and authorization divided within staff membersUser roles and authorization divided within staff members
based on their hierarchy (up to any level) in the organization.based on their hierarchy (up to any level) in the organization.
Segregation of Zones into Regions and Regions into Areas,Segregation of Zones into Regions and Regions into Areas,
further segmented into routes typically and based on this;further segmented into routes typically and based on this;
entire access control is defined in the system to make it a realentire access control is defined in the system to make it a real
multi-tenant system.multi-tenant system.
Interfacing to 3rd party legacy system like SAP, Dynamics etc.Interfacing to 3rd party legacy system like SAP, Dynamics etc.
to provide required data on the field.to provide required data on the field.
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SPEC INDIA is an ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC 27001:2013 softwareSPEC INDIA is an ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC 27001:2013 software
solutions and services company providing accelerated and cost-solutions and services company providing accelerated and cost-
effective enterprise software development solutions to a large portfolioeffective enterprise software development solutions to a large portfolio
of customers across the globe, showcasing end-to-end businessof customers across the globe, showcasing end-to-end business
transformation. We strive to serve our esteemed clientele with focusedtransformation. We strive to serve our esteemed clientele with focused
collaboration, cutting-edge technologies, immaculate user experience,collaboration, cutting-edge technologies, immaculate user experience,
well-tested solutions, and round-the-clock support.well-tested solutions, and round-the-clock support.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/spec-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/spec-
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